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Technical Paper 
 
 

TGCE’s AIMS Technology Eliminates Piping Busts 
 
 
Dimensional errors in piping fabrications can lead to cost over-runs and schedule 
delays.  If they occur during time critical situations such as refinery turnarounds, 
the impact can affect other turnaround activities, resulting in a magnified cost 
impact. Advances in technology offer a solution to this nagging problem. 
 
Background 
Late in 2001, our facility executed a 400,000 man-hour turnaround.  The 
turnaround was considered a success even though we experienced difficulty in 
replacing and/or upgrading existing pipe circuits.  These piping replacements 
were not a high profile task - the busts flew under the radar screen of top 
management. 
 
Front line supervision was accustomed to dimensional busts in fabricated piping, 
and busts were considered a normal part of the business.  Traditionally, the only 
method used to reduce the number of busts was to assign conscientious 
craftsmen to the task of taking pipe measurements. 
 
These pipe busts did not affect the overall turnaround schedule; however, they 
did have a financial impact.  A $750K piping contract grew to $1,000K – a 33% 
increase.  The impact the piping busts had on other work in the area was never 
estimated but probably rivaled the increase in the piping contract.  The bust rate 
for piping on this turnaround was close to 40%! 
 
Why do busts happen? 
When you analyze the steps that are involved in a typical pipe replacement 
project, and look for the potential errors at each step, the problem becomes 
obvious: 

1. Field measure the piping system.  (Potential for measurement errors.   
Accuracy is dependent on accessibility) 

2. Record the field measurements on field sketches.  (Potential for 
transcription errors) 

3. Transcribe the measurements from the field sketches to clean drawings.  
(Potential for transcription errors) 

4. Add in allowances for fittings (flanges, elbows, etc…) and create cut 
length drawings.  (Potential for transcription errors, and/or math errors) 
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5. Measure and cut the new pipe.  (Potential for transcription errors, and/or 
measurement errors) 

6. Fabricate the pipe in the proper orientation.  (Potential for fabrication 
errors) 

 
Errors can be introduced in any of these steps.  If you assume an error rate of 1-
5% for each step, the overall bust rate can go as high as 30%!    Even a difficult 
to achieve 1-2% error rate per step would lead to a bust rate on the order of 10%.  
This intensive manipulation of data leads to a large number of errors, even for 
the most conscientious craftsmen or draftsmen. 
 
Eliminate Busts 
Shortly after our bust infected 2001 turnaround, we began to explore ways to 
minimize pipe dimensional errors.  Texas Gulf Coast Engineers (TGCE) in 
Houston, Texas offered a solution to our problem by convincing us that these 
errors can be reduced or even eliminated through TGCE’s AIMS technology.  If 
you can reduce or eliminate the manual manipulation of data in both the up-front 
data gathering steps and in any post fabrication quality assurance steps, then 
you can significantly reduce the error rate. 
 
TGCE AIMS Technology 
AIMS technology is much more precise than the laser scanning methods used by 
the major engineering companies. Our site commonly uses AIMS to correct 
drawings generated using laser scans. The improved precision of AIMS 
technology can control dimensional error in every phase of the project (design, 
fabrication, and the layout of field constructed elements). 
 
The first step is to correct the design drawings. After the drawings are corrected 
measurements are taken at the spool fabricator's shop where fabrication errors 
are identified and corrected before shipment to the job site. The data from the 
spool shots is then used to generate a virtual assemble of piping and equipment 
before the turnaround. In this final step all piping busts are identified and 
eliminated. 
 
Case Studies 
TGCE was first used in our facility on large bore and/or critical path piping 
systems, and on jobs that could not be measured in the traditional way. 
 
Case study 1 – A 24” diameter sulfur plant effluent (tail gas) line required 
replacement.  The new line would be routed in a new location to reduce the 
installation time.  TGCE obtained the dimensions and designed the new piping.  
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After fabrication, they confirmed the dimensional accuracy of the spools.  The 
line was installed during a shutdown of the sulfur plant and fit the first time. 
 
Case study 2 – The molecular seal drain line from an elevated flare needed to be 
replaced.  With the flare in service, dimensions could not be obtained using the 
traditional plumb bobs and tape measures.  TGCE was hired to “shoot” the 
existing line from grade and create drawings for the new line.  The dimensions 
and the locations of the support brackets that TGCE obtained from their field 
shots did not match the drawing of the existing system.  The decision was made 
to fabricate the line to the TGCE dimensions and the line was installed during the 
next flare outage with no issues.  If the piping had been fabricated to the existing 
drawings, delays would have occurred during field installation due to dimensional 
errors. 
 
Case study 3 – A CCR unit required 10 catalyst transfer lines to be replaced due 
to environmental cracking.  These 2” diameter alloy lines allow catalyst to flow 
from the disengaging hopper to the top of the regenerator vessel and evenly 
distribute the catalyst around the perimeter of the regenerator head.  The existing 
lines were not routed along the normal X-Y-Z planes, and the layout included 
tough to measure miter joints.  TGCE measurements concluded that the existing 
drawings did not accurately reflect the actual field routing.  New lines were 
fabricated using the TGCE obtained dimensions and were installed with no 
rework required. 
 
Case study 4 – The conversion of a Platinum Reformer involved the replacement 
of the 9 chrome piping at the feed effluent exchangers (8 total exchangers).  Two 
of these exchangers were replaced with new exchangers that did not match the 
existing dimensions .  The piping design work was performed by a large 
engineering outfit using a laser scanning subcontractor.  The design work was 
generally of good quality, but the 9 chrome pipe replacements were the critical 
path of the shutdown and the dimensions had to be perfect.  A bust on one of 
these circuits would require cutting and welding, heat treatment, x-ray and hydro 
test before the reworked piece could be installed.  If this occurred, the critical 
path of the turnaround would have been extended.  TGCE was hired to confirm 
the accuracy of the original design engineering firm drawings several months 
before the turnaround.  They modeled the feed/effluent exchanger system, 
including the new exchangers and discovered several errors in the original 
design work. Several of the 9 chrome spools had to be modified before the 
shutdown of the unit.  The new exchangers and the TGCE modified pipe spools 
were installed during the turnaround and fit perfectly. 
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Barriers to Implementation 
It is not uncommon for craftsmen to question the dimensional accuracy of spools 
designed by TGCE.  These questions have two different origins.  Craftsmen have 
been trained to always check the dimensions of pipe that they will install.  Also, 
craftsmen can view laser measurement technologies as a threat to work that they 
have traditionally performed. 
 
Conscientious craftsmen will check the accuracy of the drawings supplied by 
TGCE.  Even well intentioned feedback from the craftsmen, however, can be 
wrong.  The method that the craftsmen use to check dimensional accuracy is the 
same flawed method that we spoke of at the beginning of this paper!  The odds 
are clearly in your favor to trust the TGCE data. 
 
The threat of losing work also manifests itself as a questioning of the dimensional 
accuracy of the TGCE supplied drawings by craftsmen.  Not only do they lose the 
measurement piece of the work, but they have also become accustomed to a 
fabricate, test fit, rework, and install cycle and may not be interested in losing the 
rework piece.  This is the more difficult resistance with which to deal.  This 
resistance tends to fade with time as revised dimensional work practices (getting 
it right the first time) become routine. 
 
Another barrier to implementation is the cost of TGCE services when utilized as 
an overlay to IFC packages.  An offset is required for the cost of what is viewed 
as a duplication of services.  This offset comes in the elimination of “leave longs” 
(planned rework), and the elimination of rework caused by 
design/fabrication/construction layout (unplanned rework).  Project managers and 
planners rarely budget for unplanned rework, however, and the offsetting benefits 
are not easily quantified.  Known to be a cost effective work process, the adage 
“measure twice and cut once” is certainly applicable here. 
 
Summary 
The measurement process used by TGCE has been used often in our facility 
during the last 7 years for large bore and critical path piping work.  It has been so 
successful that our facility has begun to use this process for more routine pipe 
replacements – in particular, pipe replacements where the work is required to be 
done during a turnaround.  The benefits this process brings for this type of work 
include: 

a. The ability to obtain pipe dimensions without having to install scaffolding.  
Our previous work practice was to install scaffolding several months 
before the turnaround to get the pipe dimensions, and then leave it in 
place for the turnaround work.  To save scaffolding rental costs, however, 
required us to perform “just in time” pipe fabrication.  This precluded us 
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from utilizing the large, assembly line type fabrication shops which require 
a considerable amount of lead time.  By using laser technology to get the 
dimensions without scaffolding, we can employ “just in time” scaffold 
erection and still get the pipe dimensions early enough to lower our pipe 
fabrication costs. 

b. More accurate dimensions save rework during the turnaround.  A 
reduction in piping rework during the turnaround not only saves direct 
costs but also minimizes the impact to other turnaround related work.  This 
results in more predictable turnaround execution. 

c. A safer work place. Safety is enhanced because the unplanned activities 
associated with rework are eliminated from the project. Cutting and 
grinding in elevated structures is reduced, and leave long field fits are 
eliminated. 

d. Reduction in lost product. On time or early start-ups result in greater 
profitability by increasing run time. 

 
TGCE AIMS technology can be a cost effective tool for eliminating dimensional 
errors within your facility.  
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